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Is~ue 726 
Women's Center Saved 
From Budget Cuts 
by Anjanette Smith 
Current news repoter 
The battle to keep the 
coordinator's position of the 
Women's Center from being elimi-
nated in response to budget cuts 
ended with a victory party in favor 
of the center. An array offoods and 
flowers arrived from many support-
ers who gathered at 211 Clark Hall 
last Wednesday, in place of its 
scheduled protest rally in front of 
WoodsHall. Likewise, the men and 
women whose lives have been 
touched by the center during its 19 
years in operation at the university 
appeared with exhilaration that the 
position hadn't been cancelled. 
"There were a lot of students 
who were really upset, sad and an-
gry," said Joanne Grubb. coordina-
tor of the Women's Center since 
1990. 
'There are a lot of the women 
students who have gotten a lot of 
support in the center that has kept 
them in school. This is their source 
of support, this is where they net-
work, this is where their friends are, 
and this is where they come to get 
what they need to make it through 
school," she said, 'The Women's 
Center provides a place of relax-
ation and a number of services to the 
student body, such as the handling of 
sexual harassment complaints, infor-
mal counseling, crisis counseling, 
lunch-time programs on women's 
issues, and a resource library of 
women's literature and materials. Be-
cause of these services and resources, 
it has become an active part of the S t. 
Louis community," Grubb said. 
"We're well-known in the com-
munity as a resource center and as a 
referral. People call from other states 
when they are moving here to find out 
what's available for women in the 
community," Grubb stated. 
Within the university, the center 
offers programs for various students. 
The Women's Center has been an 
important resource for a diverse group 
of UMSL students. The center has 
sponsored groups and seminars for 
black women, 'older' women who 
were returning to school, disabled 
stijdents, 'men in transition,' single 
parents, sober women alcoholics, di-
vorced and separated women, lesbi-
ans and women writers, among oth-
ers. The Center has served over 
200,000 women and men on campus 
and innumerable people from the 
metro-St. Louis community have at-
tended the many Women Center-
See CUTS, page 4 
SGA Official Resigns 
by Bill Farnsworth 
Current news reporter 
A long time member of student 
government and other committees re-
signed from all of his positions last 
week. In a letter adressed to Mark 
Grimes, Student Government Asso-
ciation President, Ken Johnson cited 
a lack of time as his reason for with-
drawing from his extra-curricular 
activities. 
Grimes said, "Ken was the most 
involved student on campus, he wore 
many hats."Johnson held positions 
such as Chair of the Student Govern-
ment Association Assembly, SGA 
·Parliamentarian, Editor of the SGA 
Newsletter,StudentSenatorandseats 
on Senate Committees. 
"He did quite a bit and I under-
stand," said Grimes, "whenever I 
needed him, he was there, to help 
wherever he could." 
Grimes said that he would not 
replace Johnson in any of the posi-
tions that were vacated because his 
term as SGAPresidentexpiresinearly 
May. The next SGA President will 
appoint new people to those positions 
and Grimes said that "there would be 
no point now" to appoint anyone. 
"Ken's absence will be sorely 
missed, his shoes would have been 
hard to fill," Grimes admitted. 
Johnson could not be reached for 
comment. 
Grimes plans to act as Chair of the 
SGA Assembly for the only meeting 
scheduled Defore the end of his term. 
The meeting is scheduled for Monday 
April 6. The times and room in the 
J .C. Penney building will be an-
nounced. 
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI· ST. LOOIS 
All Clean 
Photo: Dirk Fletcher 
UM-St. Louis Police Captain James Smalley whistles a happy tune going back to campus from 
getting his squad car washed on Florissant Rd. Friday. 
Incest Survivor Shares Experience At Lecture 
by Bhavana Ingoranl 
Current news reporter 
Are emotional abuse and sexual 
abuse interwoven? Fran Pieper, of 
the Wellness Programs in Holistic 
Health, says "yes." Pieper was on 
campus last Tuesday to talk about 
child abuse, both sexual and emo-
tional. She has been fighting child 
abuse for 16 years and sexual abuse 
for the last eight. 
you feel closest and safest to is the 
person you would be mad at and this 
person is mostly the mother." She 
said most people assume that the 
mother knows about theonging abuse 
of the child. 
There have been alot of caSes in 
this country where incest has been a 
way of life for many families. Pieper 
stressed the point that there are over a 
million children who are abused both 
emotionally and sexually every year. 
She has been fighting against sexual 
abuse for the past eight years and 
started a support group for surviors: 
The group focuses on support, under-
standing, education, treatment re-
sources, and prevention. 
Pieper discussed some of the 
See INCEST, page 4 
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Student Leaders 
Miffed About New 
Student Curator 
by Thomas J. Kovach 
editor 
The war of words between stu-
dent governments continues. 
This time, student leaders at UM-
St. Louis say the committee that se-
lected the student representative to 
the Board of Curators did not follow 
proper procedures. 
"[David] Ridley and the Missouri 
Students Association (the UM-Co-
lumbia equivalent of SGA) disre-
garded the regulations concerning the 
selection of the student curator and 
imposed unnecessary restrictions on 
the application form, one of which 
eliminated a candidate because he 
was called into active service to fight 
in Operation Desert Storm," Assem-
bly Chairman Ken Johnson wrote in 
an SGA newsletter. 
"I believe the process was set up 
to exclude certain people on campus, 
and David Ridley did an effective job 
of excluding those people," outgoing 
student curator Paul Matteucci told 
the Columbia Missourian. 
But Ridley, the chairman of the 
selection committee and former MS A 
president, tells a different version. 
"That sounds preposterous that it 
was rigged," he said. 
The candidate in question was 
Mike Korman, who served in Desert 
Storm. Ridley said Korman's mili-
tary service actually helped his 
chances. 
See CURATOR; page4 
Having been a victim of sexual 
abuse herself, Pieper says she under-
stands the feelings of the abused. She 
also states that the word "victim" does 
not apply to the abused, because any-
one who has experienced this ordeal 
as a child is a "survivor." 
- Cycle of Violence - --. 
Pieper says thc link bet\\'een emo-
tional and sexual abuse is obvious. 
Most of the attention shown toward 
an abused child centers around men-
tal and emotional abuse; the abuser 
refrains from psychological battering 
only long enough to perform sexual 
abuse. She said most people blame 
the mother because they think she is 
the colludere. 
Pieper says, "tIte person whom 
Domestic Abuse Is A Daily Struggle 
For Millions Of American Women 
by Max Montgomery 
mailaging editor 
First of three parts: 
Fifteen seconds isn' ta very long 
time-a few blinks of the eye, onc-
fourth of a minute. According to the 
Women's Self Help Center of St. 
Louis, a woman is battered in the 
United States every 15 seconds. 
they abuse their partners. According 
to the Women's Self Help Center, 
batterers will isolate and control their 
victims for reasons such as jealousy 
and growing up in families where . 
violence has prevailed. 
said they feel like they're "walking 
on eggshells" in the relationship. 
The second phase, acute batter-
ing, includes violent explosions on 
the part of the man. It is character-
ized by lack of predictability, lack of 
control, emotional exhaustion and 
major destructiveness. It is during 
this phase that the beating occurs 
many times to "teach her a lesson." 
\ Honors College To SPOllSO Dance 
Domestic violence, especially 
violence against women, is a con-
tinuous problem that more than 2 
million American women find 
themselves trying to cope with day 
in and day out 
Batterers many times will have 
problems with the law and have Jekyll 
and Hyde personalities including de-
nying and not even remembering the 
beatings. They will do anything they 
can to force the victim away then do 
anything they can to get her back 
including gifts, threats and empty 
promises. 
The victim will isolate herself 
completely, lose all aspects of self-
esteem, block out the beatings, cover 
the bruises, and consider seeking 
help. Counselors say they try to reach 
the woman during this phase be-
cause it is then that the woman is 
most willing to accept help. 
by HII Newton 
Current news reporter 
Who says UM-St. Louis students 
do not have a social life? 
The Pierre Laclede Honors Col-
lege Student Association will sponsor 
a ''Founder's Day Dance" on Friday, 
Apr. 3, from 8 p.m. to midnight at the 
StLouis Airport Marriott Hotel Grand 
Ballroom. It will be open to all UM-
St. Louis students and the public. 
Tickets are available at the Uni-
Fond Farewell 
versity Bookstore (Monday through 
Thursday, 7:30a.m. t07:30p.m.,and 
Friday, 7:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.) and the 
Honors College office at 2800 
Normandy Drive (Monday through 
Friday, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.). Tickets are 
$6 per person and $10 per couple. 
Dress for the event will be semi-
formal. Music will be provided by JL 
Productions. Snack foods and a cash 
bar (with a valid i.d.) will be provided 
by the hotel. 
Junior Steve Savis, vice president 
of the Honors College, said the idea 
Photo; Dirk Fletcher 
Evening College Dean Anita McDonald greets well wishers at her 
going away party Wednesday. McDonald resigned from UM-St. 
Louis to take a position at the University of Arizona. 
for the event came from Fred Fausz, 
dean of the Honors College. Savis 
said Fausz had heard UM-St Louis 
students discussing the fact that so 
few social activities were university-
sponsored. Savis said Fausz proposed 
the plan to the student association; 
they "bounced the idea around" and 
began planning the event. 
Savis said the association did "ex-
. tensive checking" and decided on the 
Marriott as the site because it was 
elegant and the hotel gave them a 
good price. 
Many UM-St. Louis students are 
expressing interest in the event, espe-
cially those who are in the Honors 
program. Janice Smith, freshman, 
said, "My boyfriend and I didn't stay 
long at our prom last year, so this will 
be like our first fonnal dance all over 
again." 
Others in the community are also 
looking forward to the dance. Chris-
tine Kelly, freshman at St Louis Col-
lege of Pharmacy, said, "It will be a 
chance to meet other college students 
in the area. My school is very small, 
so I will enjoy having the chance to 
meet new people." 
The officers of the Honors Col-
lege are: Chuck DeLaPorte, presi-
dent; Savis, vice president; BuTZin 
Sumariwalla, secretary; Grant Black, 
treasurer; and Tim Martin, represen-
tative to the Student Government As-
sociation. 
Battering occurs among women 
of all races and socioeconomic 
backgrounds. Over time, battered 
women can experience isolation, 
low self-esteem, depression, in-
creased alcohol or drug abuse, 
emotional problems, temporary and 
permanent physical injuries and 
even death. 
Many battered women have 
been victims of physical and/or 
sexual abuse. A profile of battered 
women offered by the Women's 
Self Help Center shows the mother 
of a battered woman may have also 
been abused. Battered women show 
fear, anxiety, hidden anger, guilt 
and at the same time hope. 
Women in abusive reIations!ljps 
many times are isolated from friends 
and family members. Sometimes, 
these women have moved away 
from family members with their 
husbands and are afraid to tell even 
their closest friends about their abu-
sive situations because of what 
might happen. 
Battered women are both emo-
tionally and economically depen-
dent on their partners and commu-
nication lines between the two are 
often badly severed. 
Abusers and batterers of 
women show common traits as to 
why they do what they do and how 
The cycle of violence, also known 
as the battered woman syndrome, is 
comprised of three phases or condi-
tions common to most abusive rela-
tionships. The rust phase, tension 
building, is where anger is present in 
the man, although at a relatively low 
They say once the couple enters 
the next phase, helping the woman 
can be impossible, for it is in the 
third phase that bonding occurs, for-
level. It is in 
this phase 
that posses-
siveness, 
jealousy, 
stress, anxi-
ety and sur-
veillance of 
the woman's 
activities all 
Cycle of Violence 
giveness is 
offered and 
the beating 
stops, until the 
next time. ?SIOn BUII~ 
phase, 
During 
the third 
the Remorsefulness Acute Battering man promises 
"never again," 
says, "I can't Increase 
within the man. 
~
Minor battering and humiliating 
incidents, both in public and in pri-
vate, can be seen by the batterer as 
well as a fear that the woman will 
leave, leading to the need for more 
control. 
A woman experiencing the rust 
phase will begin to withdraw and 
alienate herself from those who can 
help, including family members. She 
will justify the man's behavior and 
blame it on other stress causing fac-
tors. She will work hard to keep peace 
and she will succumb to the man's 
pressures by looking at herself as an 
outlet for his stress and anger. Women 
who have sought help in centers have 
believe I can't did this to you" and is 
loving and kind to his victim. The 
woman feels responsible for the man 
and feels guilty about having con-
sidered leaving. The levels of hope 
are at their highest and there is a 
strong belief that the man will 
change. 
The cycle then repeats itself, and 
over time gets faster and faster until 
finally the entire bonding phase is 
left out completely. The beatings 
become more intense and serious,. 
requiring hospitalization and possi-
bly leading to murder. 
Why do women stay in an 
See CYCLE, page 2 
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HELP WANTED 
Reporters of News, Sports and 
Features wanted for University 
newspaper. All reporters are 
paid. Call 553-5174 ask for 
Tom . . 
Servcrs wanted: An;h City Diner. Apply 
in person. Fun, enthusiastic. 10012 
Manchester Rd 966-lf136. 
"Ire Tooing Cyclist bicycle shops are 
looking for career oriented men and 
women. Cycling experience and me-
chanical aptitude a plus. Conta:::t Brad 
739-4398 or Mark 921-1717. 
$40,OOO\yr! READ BOOKS 
and TV Scripts. Fill out simple 
"like\don't like" form. EASY! 
Fun, relaxing at home, beach, 
vacations. Guaranteed pay-
check. FREE 24 Hour Record-
ing 801-379-2925. 
Copyright # MOl7KEB 
Nanny, up to $4OO-week.live in jobs: 
East O:mt, Chlcago, Roriela. Great ben-
efits.Minimum 1 year. National Nanny. 
1-800-722-4453. 
Alaska Summer Employment - fish-
eries. Earn S5,00J+/month. Free trans-
portation! Room & Board! Over 8,000 
openings. No experience necessary. 
Male or Female. Get the early start that is 
necessary. For employment program 
call Sturent Employment Services at 1-
~545-4155 ext 1632. 
Lion's Choice Restaurants are row ac-
cepting applications for perrnarent part 
time help. We offer a cdlege~holarship 
program, raid vacations, and flexible 
hours. Apply in peIID!l at 11239 St 
CbarlesRockRoodand 12010 OliveSt 
Rml, after 2 pm. 
Work on Crui se Sh i ps 
Summer He 1 p Wanted 
Listings f or All Ma Jor!1 
HELP WANTED 
Earn Extra Income - Earn $200-$500 
weekly mailing travel brochUres. For in-
forrnation send a stampedaddressed enve-
lope to: Travel INC., P.O. Box 2530, 
Miami,FL 33161 
----
FOR RENT 
NORMANDY VlllA APIS. 
Less than 1 milefrcm UMSLonFlorissant 
Rd 1 & 2 Bedrooms from $295. Central 
air, ~ appliaoces, coin laundry and 
mere. CALL MANAGER - 524-6456. 
Roberts Reality 725~. 
Normandy East and West 1-2 tedroom 
apartments. Beautiful park like setting. 
Central Airs (cia), Carport/Garage, 
Mini Blinds, Storage $100 Security De-
posit Kohrer Properties. 
$325 -$365 call 381·1719 
Sp:x:ia1 fer UMSL. 1 Br., A/C -Appl. 
Will fumish~lose to campus. More 
info. Call 385-0728. 
FOR SALE 
CHEAP! FBJ/U.s. SEIZED 
89 Mercedes.....----$200 
86 VW__ $50 
87 Mercedes. __ ---$l00 
65 Mustang ........ " .. " .... "SSO 
Choose from thousands starting $25. FREE 
24 Hour Recording Reveals Details 801-379-
2929. 
Copyright # MOI7KJC 
Suzuki Swift 1m, white. 50 mpg, 5-
speed, air, Clarion stereo, Cruise ConIroL 
$4500.741-1022. 
1981 Toyota Corolla. 4 DR, Auto Trans-
mission, A/C,4 Speaker AM-FM Stereo 
Radio. $650. Call 878-1778 after 6 PM 
Baby Rabbits fa" $lOea::h. Call CiOOy for 
mere info. at 553-5174. 
----- -
OPVORTUNITIES 
r
NO GIMMICKS --- . ~ 
EXTRA INCONJ': NOWI ~~ 
ENVELOPE STUFF,NG - $EOO· $&00 ~e:y -*-
Free~ SASE 10 
t I SrooU In!em.H<)!lI~ Inc. ? O. Box S80605 • OrianC>, Fl32S68 i.::.;:: - - - - -- -.-
OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS! 
Part-time and full-time perm a-
nentjobs in pleasant atmosphere. 
We have a variety of positions 
which will go temp to perm. 
-Customer Service 
-Data Entry 
-VVord processors 
-Secretaries 
-Machine operatons 
- Small tool operation 
Please call for interview: 
863-0721 
MANPOWER 
231 S. Bemiston 
Clayton, MO 63105 
Never a fee . EOE 
Summer In Europe From $261 
each way on discounted sched-
uled airlines to Europe from St. 
Louis. Call (800) 325-2026. 
Summer J obs in the 
National Parks 
Complete guide to living 
and working in America's 
most scenic spots. Over 
10,000 summer jobs. 
$4.95 + $1 S+H 
Great Plains Publishing 
Box 1903 
Joplin, Missouri ~4801 
Apartment: $285 
Heat Included 
Cr uise Lines j . 1 Bedroom, 2 Room Efficiency, new appliances, 
new carpet, somejurnished. 6month or 1 year lease. $285-
$295. -OR- a 2 Bedroom, 1 Bath apartment: $315-$350. 
$4.95 + $ 1 S+ H 
Great Pl ains Publ ishmg 
Box 1903 
Jop li n, MO 6480 1 
CYCLE from page 1 
abusive relationship instead of just 
leaving the man? Besides having to 
face the man she loves and telling him 
she is leaving, something which is 
WEST 
984-0700 
1 3150 MAilCHESTER RD 
1 MILE WEST OF 1-270 
3 Minutes From Campus Berm uda H<iights 381.8797 ~:;:~~ngdale 
very hard for some women to _do, she 
has to consider the economic si tuation. 
Staying with a man is appealing to the 
woman when considering she may 
NORTH 
839-8111 
have to go on welfare to support her 
children. 
Many women are afraid to be 
alone, or they believe the man will 
CITY 
752-7800 · 
8213 N. LINDBERGH 3835 S. KINGSHIGt-IWAY 
1 MILE NORTH 1-270 CORNER OF CHIPPEWA & K. HIGHWAY 
Pierre Laclede Honors. College 
[ff STUDENT ASSOCIATION ~ 
INVI'J.L:.tO ALL UM-ST. LOUIS STUDENTS TO THE FIRST ANNUAL 
F 0 UN D E R 'S DAY DA CE 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *. * * * * * * *. 
Friday, April 3, 1992 *** 8 p.m. to Midnight 
Airport Marriot Hotel Grand Ballroom 
Semi-Formal ** Music by "JL Productions" 
Snack Foods Provided ** Beverages of all kinds available 
at cash bar (With valid ID) 
Tickets are $6.00 per person *** Two tickets for $10.00 
Cash only ... In advance only 
Available at The University Bookstore (M-TH, 7:30 - 7:30; F til 4:00) 
And at the Honors College Office (M-F 9-4) *** Call: 389-0096 
* * * * * * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
co 
OPPORTUNITIES 
Financial Aid available .immedi-
ate1y! Special grants program. 
Every student eligible. No one 
turned down. Simple application. 
Send name, address and $1 P&H 
fee (refundable) to: Student Ser-
vices, P.O. Box 22-4026, Holly-
wood, FL 33022. 
NEED EXTRA INCOME 
illlt .FOR 1992? 
E&rn~. $litXlMt; II.fn; IN. Fa de!js 
• flJ.sh Sl.oo \Wh SA..tt: 10: OIH Group Inc. 
1019li.Shnood • Ortanda,FL32918 
SERVICES 
MONEY FOR COLLEGE!! 
You are guaranteed to receive 
money, not just sources. Join 
other students who we have 
hc;'>lped receive money for col-
lege. For a free brochure. Call 1· 
800-767-8112. 
PROFESSIONAL HOME TYP-
ING. Students/Businesses. Reason-
able Rates. Quick, Quality Service. 
Hampton/Chippewa area. Donna 832-
4925. 
[lifts rmiNG:Si'APLING-' $ $ PAPERS. ADDRESSIN . I WORKING AT HOME. I 
. 'I&~' DETAILS, SEND $1 AND I ~ SELF·ADDRESSED 
ENVELOPE. KELL V'S I 
L _ ~o~ ~4..:. ~~C?5~Sy.!..4~~ _...J 
NEED FINANCIAL AID FOR 
NEXT YEAR? Financial Aid 
Hunters will match scholarships, 
grants and loans for the 
undergrad, graduate student, or 
alhlete. Everyone is eligible. Call 
toll free 1-800-USA-1221 Ext. 
#2312. 
Need a Resume? 
Visit Graphix Plus in the Uni-
versity Center Lobby and get a 
professional looking resume · 
custom designed for you and 
printed on beautiful resume pa· 
per. For more info call 553-5555. 
change and . are too embarrassed to 
admit ¢ere is a problem; not to men-
tion they still love their partners. The 
women have been oppressed and put 
down so consistently, they don 't1cnow 
any other way of life and the thought 
of trying to adjust scares them even 
more. 
Help shelters and counseling cen-
ters fOf women are offered through-
out .the St. Louis area Next week, 
what these centers are about, how to 
. reach these centers and shelters and 
• what the justice system can do will be 
explored. 
Women needing help or finding a 
shelter can call 946-6854 or 531-
2003 day or night. 
SERVICES 
• aWORD PROCESSING 
l!::j~_ b, Comp,·T." [ ~ 
·l:_-1 QualITY service that 
includes spelling, grammar, and 
punctuation assistance. Will 
rnake your report its best. 
Affordable for . students and 
businesses. Convenient Hwy 
70\St. Charles Rock Rd. loca-
tion. 
Call 291-6114 
----
MISCELLANE U 
NEED A LAWYER ?-Personal 
Injury, including car accidents, 
TRAFFIC representation, DWI, 
. and criminal defense. Steven 
May-Attorney at Law 291-5433· 
conveniently located. 
BOOKS BOUGHT. Buying fine 
quality book collections. 80,000 
books. A COLLECTOR'S 
BOOKSHOP. 6275 Delmar. 
University City, Delmar Loop. 
7216F27. 
FREE~1 
2 ROLLS - ~=-~ 
3Smm Film II 
T rj this E«iting New Film ··In,", " M firm) h.t> 
(h.arpn.!55 anJ li'l; rt.J.in L'. lJnp...>(ltrl c u tth. /}theY' ) ; '~ 
ul IU s~, i I!kl in iml.' IS "~' IL ' T T~prr.d !i~.:~inn . 
.\f lum~es 0 Olwr (IT..! held ill [It.! prnm: \ou can sc:' .... 
,h~ dlJ}"crenc<! l~ tH'ccJl (h <!tT'), f':..l c,nJ to m.:x(fl rd ," 
Photograpbi, Maga-::ine 
N~lW \,ou em [1'\ ' thl' 15 tllill f tl m PfuJtr)l(TupNc 
.\faga ~i~~ «.111:- (h~ r.e:-r ~ I..\."\ ,~ :3 . .l,. prine ti lm in (he..' 
\'(./nrlJ! F\)r Free. Tll intn..Jut":C:> \ '" U, we It ~nJ 
\\IU twu rllll:i Free. Fin1..' !!r,lin. fl..:h ;:"I,'r. \nJc 
cXf' \::Jurl! 1~l[ iU!Jc-rerrc( [ :.lr c\'o.:ryJ,l\' :-h.dt~. · 
Sh,'II,I( in l' ri ).,!h r \,r 1 \ \ \\· It t!h {-lnJ\ "'r~ I lf 
l lU tJ(~ l r". :\n .. l \ \ 11t c.U1 ,lr.lo.:r rn n [~. ",ltde:.- , llf 
hnh, ,'rllm dH.~ :-<H1h.' n,l1-w(chl'\U the hi!O=h C I ~{ 
\ \1 .. hJ ... , '"!1m : T ry lI, t-. rl.."m,lrk ,HI..' r"tlm r,\.l:n", 
- -SEND ~iE 2 FREE Roi"Ls- -, 
I R\ I ~h mc (WI ! ~ 1..1...;,.· " f" "" lI rl..· r,'II .... I'r \\ Iur hi\!hl\ I 
I .1 ..:..:i ,ll ml.' .l 35111111 fI lm. '1 11 1..' I..·,il,h , I( ~ \'0 "-\5:\ ,mJ I 
I 4\.\ "" :\~ "-\ " Endl,~d is 52.0 .... 1 fo r ~h i pp in g . Llnllf: I 
I ~ rl''' ' r ... 'f hl.II ...... ,I,.,I..i I 
I IOl-!""J . I 
I •. _" .. 1 
I I 
I ' " 25278 1 
I \tlil to: 5c:1[[I", Film\\",lrk ... Elh" '1 f."\\ IT r ll,.'f ~J I 
L·:! ::.1·~l"L:··~'~"~:'~~~~::: J 
MISCELLANEOUS 
HELPNEEDED! Our company grew 
3000/0+ each quarter in 1991, and will 
double that in 1992. If you can use an 
extra $300jrnonth or $3CXX)/month, 
we need to talk Part-time & full time 
positions available. Set your own 
hours and income goals. To 
scheduleyour interview call: ThelvIar-
keting Group (314) 355-3787. 
Lost A pair of eyeglasses lost on 
campus 3/11. If found please call 553-
6517. 
Access to Computers - NEW - IBM 
CLONES, accessories and supplies . 
Low overheadmeansWVVPRICES. 
For pricinl!. ~rvire Of ""MTHT CalI 
949-1140 or :~81-19q1 
S lu<"lt, nl I. ' ... n "~ C p T" 
$8,OOlJ 
NOW A VAILABLF 
~o Cn::.d it Cilecx , -'"0 Collal cnl. ."\o Co Signer. ;;;J 
:--.~o Jon ~"ecdcd" Fro=. ,\ I'pi ic.:io,.... MO O· 74.3 ·!ifiJ () 
Pro - Choice Rally Sunday 
April 5th at 2:00 p.m. 
Mapelwood United Methodist 
Church at 7409 Flora at Big 
Bend and Flora. For more in-
formation call 721-2446 . 
Volunteers Needed for Do-
mestic Violence Program - Call 
Cindy at 553·5174 for more 
information. Looks great on 
resume and good way to meet 
fellow students. 
I 
I 
STEWART A. SCHNEIDER 
Attorney at Law 
291-5020 
Evening and weekend 
appointments available. 
PERSONALS 
Rudy, I have fai th in us. I love 
you. Rueskie 
Found a pair of underware in 
SSB Tower . Be able to de-
scribe them . Come to the 
hotdog stand and pick them up. 
Good Luck Furlie and Klu. 
AM I P R EGNANT? 
FIND OUT FOR SURE. 
( 
rooo- ~ CRISIS . 
. j) PRE. GNA.~ 
~,CENTER . 
.. 
• FREE Pregnancy Testing 
• Immediate results . 
• Completely confidential 
• Call or walk in 
725-3150 831-6723 227-5111 
950 Francis PI. 
(St. Louis) 
3347 N. HWY 67 
(Florissant) 
510 Baxter Rd. 
(Ballwin) 
·24- Hour Phone Service 
I'm Here 
When You Need M e 
-CIRRUS •.. ~ 
The AutolDatic Teller 
Normandy Bank Customers, get your application at the facility in University Center or call ua at 383-
5555. 11 you have your account at another bank;your ATM card can be used at the machine in Univer-
. \lity Center if it has a BankMate or Cirrus symbol on it. ., 
IlmmamiJ; BaM 
383-5555 
7151 NATURAL BRIDGE 
ST. LOUIS,MO 63121 
Member FDIC' 
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EDITORIALS 
March 30, 1992 
Politics ... UMSL Style 
Politics at UM-St. Louis is better than watching Jerry Brown 
attack Bill Clinton's credibility. 
In last week's Student Senate Affairs Committee meeting, the 
political wheel spun viciously as members elbowed for position. 
Members of the committee usually "rubbers tamp " the allocations 
that the Student Activities Budget Committee makes to student 
organizations. Several committee members feIt that they need 
"rational" papers to justify the budget committee's decision. 
That recommendation sounds good. The only downfall men-
tioned in the meeting is that the committee could possibly 
undermine any recommendations made by the budget commit-
, 
tee. 
Then budget committee member Julie Schwetz played her own 
version of "The Price is Right". Schwetz played up to her favorite 
groups by giving the right price to several groups. It was then 
apparent which groups Schwetz didn't like. 
For example, Schwetz did not want any money allocated to 
Delta Zeta Sorority, the Ice Hockey Club, Panhellenic, Pi Kappa 
Alpha, the Riverman Bowling Club and Sigma Tau Gamma. 
This doesn't corne as a surprise. All year long, Schwetz had a 
problem with these groups. Also following Schwetz's lead was 
Ken Johnson. He allocated zero for Greeks and any group 
affiliated with sports. 
Peggy Cohen, chairman of the Student Senate Affairs Commit-
tee, then told Schwetz she had a problem with those groups being 
allocated nothing. Schwetz's response was one of "no politics 
was played here." It was quite obvious she had her own political 
agenda the day she took office. 
After the meeting, Cohen was upset. She was fuming because 
of the political game. 
Politics on the national level is fun to watch. The political game 
at UM-St Louis isn't fun to watch because there are no winners, 
and the real losers are the students. 
What's New In SGA? 
By the time the next Student Government Association Presi-
dent is chosen, students will be focused on final exams and not the 
campus presidential race. 
In previous years, the applications for SGA officers were 
issued in March, with the election in mid-April. This year, 
students will select a president and vice president by April 30. 
Applications for the positions will be available around April l. 
Since President Mark Grimes and Vice President Julie Schwetz 
took office last May, SGA has done nothing for students. When 
tuition rose, where were your student leaders? The fact is they 
made little noise in the assembly meetings and to the general 
public. 
In addition, did they keep any promises from their platform? 
No. There is no homecoming. Grimes also promised accountabil-
ity to students and the administration. None has been circulated. 
After Schwetz was elected to office, she promised more polling 
places. It shouldn't surprise students that only one polling place 
will be available. 
The delay of when SGA elections will happen should come as 
no surprise to students. It's typical SGA in action. 
THE CURRENT page 3 
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He's Not George 'PeachyKeen' After AI 
by Russell Koranda 
of The Current staff 
Have you ever heard the old saying, 
"If you're not part of the answer, you're 
part of the problem"? 
For 16 years, Circuit Attorney 
George Peach was part of the answer 
to St Louis' problems concerning 
prostitution and pornography. 
Then, a funny-if notconveniently 
ironic-thing happened three Satur-
days ago: Peach became part of the 
problem. 
After he admitted to and was 
charged for soliciting prostitution, 
Peach found it odd that anyone dared 
to see his behavior as hypocritical. 
I guess Peach can fail to see the 
hypocrisy because, remember, he's 
on the right side of the law. 
Wake up people! 
Every day he remains a prosecut-
ing attorney while he is under inves-
tigation himself confums my belief 
that people are content to sit back and 
turn a blind eye. 
Commentary 
The growing list" of political mal-
contents is a shining example of 
crime's biggest attribute: the people 
we elect to enforce the law. 
C'mon, Ted Kennedy was sitting 
on a congressional panel on sexual 
harassment We all know his past, so 
no sense wasting space describing his 
sexual escapades. 
And now that Clarence Thomas 
sits on the U .S. Supreme Court, I 
guess it's alright to smoke pot, as long 
as you quit by the time you finish 
college. 
By now all you ultra-right wing 
conservati ves are fuming. And you're 
probably thinking, "Oh great, another 
troublemaker who wants to take jabs 
at the legal system." 
That argument is getting as stale as 
the air in Los Angeles. 
Hell, I don't know the solution. 
No one is perfect. But Peach knew 
good and well what the implications 
of his act were before he ever picked 
up the phone. 
-Is it me or do Ark. Gov. Bill 
Clinton and his lovely wife Hilary 
remind you of John F. and J'l-d:ie 
Kennedy. Clinton is very articulate, 
and he earned himself well through 
what could have been a messy disas-
ter when Gennifer Flowers came for-
ward with allegations of his marital 
infidelity. 
Clinton is the young, good-look-
ing national idealist the Democratic 
party has been searching for since 
Kennedy's assassination. 
We'll see how Clinton's appeal 
survives the GOP's tortuous attacks, 
and Clinton will not be debating 
against a nervous Richard Nixon. 
-I think Democratic voters just saw 
Paul Tsongas for what he is: Mike 
Dukakis, four years later. 
-Not that 1 ever supported Vince 
Schoemehl or anything during his 
tenure as the Mayor of St. Louis, but 
the fact that he graduated from UM-
St. Louis may help the whole UM 
system. 
-Let me get this straight. A bank 
charges me if I bounce a check, but 
our government officials can play 
basketball with their checking ac-
counts-free of charge. Whew! 
Fraternity Parties Don't Exploit Women, Alcohol 
Dear Editor: 
A letter that was written to you by 
Tom O'Connor (Frats Signs: Social 
Retardation, Mar. 16, 1992, The CUT-
rent) left a bad taste my mouth. I feel 
we have a junior Nikita Khruschev 
beating his shoe on the table scream-
ing "I'm gonna bury you" in the Stu-
dent Senate. 
Mr. O'Connor's saber rattling about 
revoking charters from all the frater-
nities that he does not like is nothing 
but a narrow-minded ultra-conserva-
tive mentality. 
We do not promote sexual exploi-
tation or alcohol abuse and never will! 
We have a bylaw which states that if 
any member is caught sexually ha-
rassing a woman, either physically or 
verbally, he will be suspended and 
heavily fined. We have promoted a 
dry rush (one with no alcohol), parties 
with a theme, and pure and simple fun 
Take A Closer Look: 
Frats No Animal House 
Dear Editor: 
In response to the letter, "FratSigns: 
Social Retardation" (Mar. 16, 1992, 
The CWTent), it is sad that a member 
of the Student Senate would have such 
a narrow and biased view of what 
social fraternities are all about. 
First off, Mr. O'Connor, you are 
taking the meaning of the TKE' s party 
"Come On I Want To Lei (not Lay) 
You" out of context It is not sexual 
harassment, but a reference to the 
theme of placing a lei around the neck 
of the participants at the party. 
Mr. O'Connor, you only seem to be 
looking at the misdeeds of the few 
instead of looking inside. Look at the 
Pi Kappa Alpha's recent clothing drive 
for the homeless. We (I'm the Pike 
who organized it) collected 1,500 
pieces of clothing and food for the . 
homeless. Ignore the Pike's support 
of St Vincent's Orphanage or our 
role in the Special Olympics. 
Finally, your remark that main-
stream America has rejected social 
fraternities is completely false. There 
are prominent Pikes such as Col. 
Harlan Sanders and Tennessee Ernie 
Ford. In addition, up to 50 percent of 
the CEOs of the top 100 businesses in 
America have realized that social fra-
ternities build character and teach the 
integrity, respect and equality you 
desire. 
I don't mean to be rude. Mr. 
O'Connor. but if the only other data 
you have to judge us by is an old copy 
of" Animal House," you need to look 
closer before you try to revoke our 
charters. 
John L. Pilgrim 
for those who want to attend. IfMrO' 
Connor would attend one of the par-
ties that we have, he might fmd that 
they are simply a way for UM-St. 
Louis students to relax after a full 
week of school and work. 
There are no orgies or anything 
else at any of our events that could be 
referred to as a hostile environment 
We are a social organization and 
we are marketing social events to 
promote fun, not sex or alcohol abuse. 
This is a commuter campus with 
nothing to offer the students in the 
way of social activities other than 
sports events, which are highly un-
der-attended. We give the students 
something to do on a Wednesday or 
Friday night. especially those under 
21 who cannot get into a dance club. 
Our parties consist of a gathering 
with music and dancing-nothing 
more, nothing less . 
Thefratemities are the closest thing 
to a small business that the campus 
has of offer. We have to collect dues. 
put out ads, pay vendors, organize 
events and charities and assess assets. 
You cannot get that kind of experi-
ence in the classroom. 
For Thanksgiving, we even sponsor 
a dinner for the community to help the 
elderly. The flyers we and other fra-
ternities put out are simply a way to 
attract attention and get participation. 
If someone over 21 wants to drink a 
beer. that is his or her right. If two 
consenting adults want to kiss or do 
something sexual, that's their right 
We do not condone or promote either. 
Mr, 0' Connor, you're moving us 
into the dark ages, not into the 19908. 
People are allowed to relax and so-
cialize. Oh, and Mr. 0' Connor and 
all others who feel the way he does, r, 
as social chairman, invite you to come 
to one of our parties. You just might 
have fun and loosen up a little. You 
could even find that we are not beer 
swilling, over-sexed monsters! 
Bill Hentshell 
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Curator from page 1 · Cuts from page 1 
Sponsored events. Grubb described 
the students who use the center as 
being "primarily women but we do 
have some men who use it , a lot of 
minority, African-American stu-
dents, a lot of disabled students, 
basically non-traditional students." 
The committee, which is usually 
comprised of all student government 
leaders at the four UM schools, se-
leeted Stephanie Patterson over 
Korman. 
"He wasn't selected because of 
[Desert Storm]," Ridley said. 
Korman said he found Johnson's 
statements "hard to believe." But he 
said the entire search process needs 
work. 
"One small ad was taken out in 
the Manealer [the student newspa-
per] seeking applications for student 
curators. Only 20 appliedoutof24,OOO 
students. The process was flawed. 
My impression of the selection pro-
cess is that it wasn't wide enough." 
Korman said he has questioned 
several Board members about the 
fairness of selecting mostly graduate 
students as student curators. Two of 
the candidates-Tom Ray and Jeff 
Williams-were graduate students at 
the time of application, and Patterson 
will be a graduate student in Septem-
ber. 
"You have to wonder why they 
chose only graduate students," 
Korman said. 
Still, Ridley and Luke Peterson, 
UM-RollaStudentCouncil president, 
wonder why UM-St. Louis student 
leaders are bitter. 
"They have no reason to com-
plain," Peterson said. "I hate to see 
one student government blow this out 
of perspective. I think it doesn't help 
any of the students in the system." 
Incest from page 1 
symptoms of such as; hiding in baggy 
clothes, obsession with privacy, eat-
ing disorders, abuse of alcohol and 
drugs, multiple personalities, low self 
esteem, suffering from excessive guilt 
and shame, and blocking out large 
areas of their childhood. 
Pieper says there are many prob-
lems with the court system such as a 
child under the age of five cannot 
testify against his or her accuser. 
Another problem is sometimes in a 
case of divorce a spouse might falsely 
accuse a parent of physical or sexual 
abuse to get custody. For information 
on suppor t groups call946-0129 
As a result of negotiations, the 
center will be open for the 1992-93 
school year with apart-time position 
for the coordinator with help from 
the counseling center in Career 
Placement, but beyond that there is 
doubt. In response to the question of 
whether this issue was finished, 
Grubb remarked, "It 's not com-
pletely over. I would say that in 
these economic times, not only on 
this campus but on other campuses 
and in the country as a whole, it 
seems that nothing is safe." 
This sentiment echoed in Vice-
Chancellor Sandy MacLean's ex-
planation for the termination of the 
coordinator's position. "People 
don't understand how massive the 
cuts are particularly in the non-aca-
demic areas. This campus has made 
the decision to cut non-academic 
areas not surprisingly more than 
academic areas. So we're taking 
massive cuts, it can't be business as 
usual." MacLean said. 
Areas that have felt the recent 
slice of budget cuts are Athletics, 
Career Placement, with one posi-
tion lost, and Student Activities in 
University Center with two lost. 
Senate Election 
Results An-
The University Senate Elections 
were held on March 11 and 12 
The student senatprs , who serve a 
one-year term, are: Lisa Becker, 
Sheryl Exler, Dawn Friese, Patricia 
Graziani, Marion Hague, Jayson 
Hardie, Daniel Hayse, Karen Hill, 
Christopher Johnson, Christopher 
Jostes, Nicholas Karabas, John 
Kleweis, Robert Lammert, Michael 
Leicht, Charles Masters, Christine 
Maupin, Barbara Pecoraro, Kimberly 
Phillips, David Roither, Cheryl 
Stevenson, John Stiles , Richard 
Strifler, Laura Thayer, Christina 
Vogel and Robert Williams. 
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VOLUNTEERS 
Volunteers needed for Life Skills Foundation's First Annual Candy Days 
Friday, May 1 & Saturday, May 2,1992 
For more information please call Christy Kottmeier at Life Skills Foundation 
863-3913 
HONORARY CHAIRMAN: Ozzie Smith of the St. Louis Cardinals & Mike Bush of Newschannel 5 
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• FREE TEST, with immediate results detect~ 
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IABe Can Help You Find Internships, Jobs' 
Linda Jarrett 
Current features reporter 
ternship. 
''I've been with Ralston for five 
years and I wouldn't be here if it 
"The job I currently have and the weren't for an internship," he said. "I 
jobs I have had are a result of the wasfortunateenoughtogetajobwith 
internships I did in college," said Anheuser Busch in their communica-
Kristin Tegethoff, account executive tions group, and I know beyond a 
at Ear Edelman Worldwide, a public shadow of a doubt, that that exposure 
relations finn. Tegethofff spoke ata and experience got me the job at 
meeting of the International Associa- Ralston Purina." 
tion of Business .Communicators Being successful in the internship 
Yield March 25, on the UM-St. Louis · program depends quite a bit on how 
campus. . much input the student contributes. 
The panel discussion titled "How "A student can find out what they 
to Make An Internship Pay Off," also like and don't like," Tegethoff said. 
included Margie Newman, senior Newman said any kind of expo-
. writer at W.F. Carroon Co.; Jim sure is good and that all exposure is . 
Braibish, director of public relations, good leverage for a resume when en" 
Optimist International; Brian tering the job market after gradua-
Westrich, editor of employee com- tion. 
munications, Ralston Purina and Ellie "An intemshould be willing to do 
Chapman, director of the Writing cer- anything," Newman said. 
tification program at UM-St. Louis. Braibish added tha~ t~e potential 
Westrich ecl}oed Tegethoff's re- intern "should be open to new experi-
mark on internships. As a graduating ences. Anything that pertains to the 
senior in journalism from Southern communications field, say, 'Yes.' 
Illinois University at Edwardsville, You never know what may come down 
Westrich was required to,do an in- the line." 
Photo: Dirk Fletcher 
~ i:jSTEN UP! Kristin TegettToff tells the -aliaielice-membeTS onASC 
how internships have heiped her to get the jobs she has had in her life. 
Ya Don't Say? 
What Professor Has Been Your Worst 
Nightmare While Attending UMSL? 
by Michele Lawson 
photographer 
~So far all my professors have 
been excellent. However, 
there was my U ,5, Govern-
ment teacher, who really be-
lieved that 'life, fun, happi-
ness, sex and love all evolved 
around congressional pa-
pers. Good luck with her!N 
-Kambiz Tajkarimi, Fresh- · 
man, pre-med 
-Dr. -A Chapter a Day· 
Arshadi and his grueling Fi-
nancial Policies course," 
-Mike Kersels, Senior, Finance 
"'Financial Manage-
ment,' need I say more?" 
-Joseph Day,' Senior, 
Management of Informa-
tion Systems 
• My worst experience was 
showing up to class and 
reaI1i;Zi'ng the instructor's 
lecture was just a reprint 
of the text book, I think 
I've been to class about 
three tjmes this sem ester-
for the tests. " 
-Liane Fischer, Junior, 
undecided 
Ralston PUrina started using in-
terns for assistance with magazine ' 
production. 
Westrich explained, "We try to 
make a point to involve them in as 
much as possible, meaning meetings 
with designers, press checks-and bud-
geting types of things. Then they have 
an overall feel for the entire opera-
tion, not just reporting and writing, 
but exposure to ali areas of magaZine 
. production." 
Chapman said a wide variety of 
internships were offered at UM-St. 
Louis, including communications and 
political science as well as writing . 
Some are paid, such as the coop pro-
gram, and some are unpaid. 
an unfamiliar 
office, 
Newman said 
not to look at 
it as a class. 
with someone 
to teach you. 
"Ask a mil-
lion questions 
like 'Whatdo 
you want me 
to do? What 
can I do to 
make the 
person's job 
easier and 
make them 
look good?'" 
Newman 
said. 
"One of the things I can say 
you need to do is to check out the 
~ompany and match your interests 
and qualifications with the particular 
internship," Chapman said. "Talk to 
the supervisor of internships and make 
sure you know what you're talking 
about Prepare yourself ahead of time." 
Braibish said, "I would suggest 
that when you go to a company or a 
non-profit organization like Optimist 
for an internship, I would have some 
expectations and have it spelled out 
for me that I would be doing some 
professional work." 
Chapman 
addressed the 
problem of 
"pushiness," 
that is, what 
does a student 
say or do 
when he or 
Photo: Dirk Fletcher 
FROM LEFT: Margie Newman, seniorwriterfor W.F. Carroon Co" Jim Braibish, Director 
of Public Relations for Optimist International, Kristin Tegethoff, account executive for 
~delman Worldwide Edelman Worldwide, BrianWestrich, editor of employee communica-
tions for Ralston Purina and Ellie -Chapman\ director of the writing certification program at 
UM-St. Louis. 
When a question was raised as to 
the exact duties of an intern placed in 
she doesn't have enough to do, but 
doesn't want to seem "pushy?" 
"The more enthusiasm, the more 
aggressiveness needed to get the job 
done will be appreciated," Westrich 
s'aid, "and the person will be recom-
mended later on." 
"If you're not aggressive and you 
just wait for something to do, you 
could become a burden," Tegethoff 
said. 
Braibish said is you see some- · 
thing that needs to be done, ask ques-
tions. 
"Err on the side of enthusiasm or 
someone else may get the credit," 
See IABC, page 6 
Exhibit Shows Images of the Past In a Different Light 
"Perverse and historically inaccurate." 
"A fresh treat to the eyes and mind." 
"Trashes·our national history." 
"Thoughtful and provocative." 
Those are reviewers' descriptions of the spectacular Smithsonian exhibit, 
Frederic Remington, "Radisson and Groselliers," 1905 
movie review 
"The West as America: Reinterpreting Images of the Frontiers, 1820-1920," 
William Truettner, curator of the controversial show of Western art, will 
review the exhibit in a slide presentation 2 p.m. Tuesday, Mar. 31 in the J. C. 
Penney Building, Room 222 at UM-St. Louis, 
Truettner is curator of the National Museum of American An at the 
Smithsonian Insti tute, where the exhibit was displayed last summer. Truettner' s 
lecture will be the only opportunity for St. Louisans to see the art and 
Truettner's interpretation of it 
Local expert and reviewer Pauline Tumer Strong, assistant professor of 
anthropology and Fellow in the Center for International Studies at UM-St. 
Louis, said the exhibit inspires heated debate because itabandons the custom-
ary romantic view of Western art. 
Truettner maintains that the Western art of George Caleb Bingham, 
George Catlin, Frederick Remington, Charles Marion Russell and others 
presented an idealized version of westward expansion to an elite Eastern 
audience. 
Strong says the exhibit stresses that frontier art served an ideological 
purpose: it celebrated capitalist expansion, and justified the dispossession of 
native peoples and despoilment of the environment. 
Truettner's talk is an integral part of the series, "500 Years after Colum-
bus," planned by Strong and UM-SL Louis faculty members from the depart-
ment of history and art. 
The lecture is sponsored by the UM-Sl Louis Center for International 
Studies and Humanities Partnership in cooperation with the Mercantile 
Library Association. For more information, call 553-5801. 
Instinct s Are Not Very Basic 
by David Workman 
of The Current staff . 
If you're into pornography ,you '11 
love "Basic Instinct," Mario Kassar' s 
latest entry into the world of almost-
NC-l7 trash flicks. 
,Michael Douglas stars as a San 
Francisco detective who is attempt-
ing to solve the brutal murder of a 
retired rock star. Sharon Stone plays 
the prime suspect, a nym phomaniacal 
bisexual who seems to be connected 
to every other character in the movie. 
The Alan Marshall production, 
directed by Paul Verhoeven, could 
just as easily entertain viewers at the 
Colony with the addition of a few 
close-ups. Right from the murder in 
the first scene, we get more than a 
glimpse of what the main focus is 
supposed to be: sex and more sex. 
When "Basic Instinct" was first 
presented in front of the rating board, 
it was given an NC-17 , and the pro-
ducers were LOld LO clean it up. And 
this is their answer? They cut ap-
proximately 40 seconds, and that 
seemed to satisfy the board, at least 
enough LO reduce it to R. I certainly 
wouldn't want anyone under 17to see 
it 
And it's really a shame, because 
the plotis fairly good for such a sleazy 
production. Writer Joe Eszterhas 
should be commended for his efforts 
in keeping the intrigue high and the 
audience interested. 
However, it does get a little far-
fetched at times, and at some rather 
important ones. For instance, how 
often does a detective get sexually 
involved with a prime suspect ina 
murder case? Let's hope not very, if at 
all! Sounds pretty stupid to me. 
But then where would the whole 
movie be? Well .. .I have two brown 
plastic cylindrical containers in my 
back yard .... 
It seemed odd that in every case, 
the only physical evidence left at the 
crime scenes was an ice pick, always 
the same brand, Where was the other 
evidence? No one leaves a murder 
wi thout some other evidence left. Ex-
cept in this movie. 
As new cases of murder-past 
and present-unfold, the plotpretzels 
and confuses, but not to the point of 
boredom. That was the good part. 
The bad part was the sex. It was 
totally unnecessary and obscene, and 
itdidn 'taddanything to the movie but 
running time, which at two hours is 
more than long enoug\1 to get the 
point across. 
In California, controversy has 
been stirring over the fIlm' s treaunent 
of lesbians and bisexuals. My only 
advice to the protestors is: watch the 
movie, The character that most infu-
riated me was not the gays but Dou-
glas. He seemed to have no honor of 
the badge and certainly no moral 
judgment regarding sexuality. And 
while no homosexual scenes were 
shown, with the exception of Stone's 
character kissing another woman, too 
much heterosexual activity was re-
vealed, 
Perhaps Stone's character 
summed the whole venture up in a 
statement she made in an early scene 
in the back seat of a police car when 
she said that fictitious plots revolve 
around "suspension of disbelief." I'm 
just glad I didn't have to pay to get in. 
And neither should you. 
WILD! Police detective Nick Curran (Michael Douglas) and murder suspect 
Catherine Tramell (Sharon Stone) plunge into a provocative, dangerous affair . 
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Braibish said. 
Newman said one of the most important things a potential intern 
could do when looking for an internship is to realize you're selling 
yourself. 
"Put together a good package," he said. 
Bob Artis, a senior in business communications, attended the meet-
ing and said he thought it posed an interesting option. 
"If you can't find a job, at least this presents an opportunity to 
gain experience," Artis said. 
IABC-St Louis Metrocampus is the fIrst student chapter to represent 
several universities and colleges in a major metropolitan area in lABC 
history. 
Sponsored by the practitioner chapter, lAB CIS t. Louis, the St. Louis 
Metrocampus chapter, is dedicated to fostering the professional develop-
ment and growth of 5t. Louis area students interested in the communi-
cation industry. It also provides the opportunity for students to network 
with "real world" communicators as well as fellow students. 
The organization, open to full or part time studentS of commu-
nication, has a yearly fee of $25, which entitles the member to, among 
other things, access its IABC Job Referral Service, special member rates 
on JAnC pUblications and textbooks, and many opportunities available 
in the area of chapler meetings, workshops, seminars, internships and 
publications. 
There are two JABC meetings each semester, one on the UM-SL 
Louis campus and one at Webster University, Webster Groves. 
The next meeting, "Standing Out in a Crowded Job Market," is on 
April 22, at Webster University. 
For more information on IABC, contactJ an Daley, current president, 
at 997-1188 or Kit Jenkins, past president, at 968-7095. 
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TRISTAR PlCnJRES 
AND 
THE CURRENT 
TO RECEIVE A FREE PASS TO THE MOVIE 
THUNDERHEART 
COME TO THE CURRENT ON MONDAY, MARCH 30 
ONLY 20 FREE TICKt: ,-8 A9E AVAILABLE, 
SO COME EARLY!! 
]HUNDEm~' I(j--"-AK~r 
Modern Mystery In An Am:icnt Land 
Learn how to 
tame a mouse 
Even the I11Qst user-friendly computer is difficult if you don't 
know how to operate it At Kinko's, we have classes designed to 
teach you the °ins and outs of Macintosh* computing. With our 
help, you'll be handling the I11Quse like a pro in no time. __ 
• Basic Macin~sh. computing ~ __ '_'. 
• Desktop publishing ~;'----:i::0t';::;?~-
• Word processing (i~:-:~.e:t:;;:Kt~ ,.-~Y\:~::-': i --
...... ....... : :"": .~..... ... 
'"." . 
FREE Macintosh 
computer training classes 
No computer experience necessary. Class size is limited, so please 
call ahead to reserve a space. Class time: 6 pm on Fridays. 
Open 7 days kinl"u.se 524-7549 ft 
8434 F10rrisant Rd. 
K (3 blocks from campus) the copy center 
March 23, 1992 
The king of the rink is about to meet Arrerica's ice queen. 
THE t t:t" 
CUTTING ~\ 
IDGI 
The ultimate love . 'ska te re lationship 
iliWlllUllI~ ~,?;"' 
.Mt~ IIfd'r'!llUlm 
~~TIIIIII! MOO lWlRlll11ll.lII!ijUi ~ 1II~1~.I~ 1m, j illmu~ ~lln1l1tMJ! w '~.i\lI~t\ 
~_~~~_'"?!" -~. ~RlIlIUi'SIIC/loom"il!IIlILlU ,i W II "1'IJUmI ~~"" _ .~~:._ , 
. ,!"oQ'~C : 
T-HE TOURING CYCLIST 
?\~ce·. 1\\.. '2. P .tA. 
7 ft..tA. How to Participate: 
1\\f\e·. 
Coordinator: TINA LEU 
Telephone: ,,553"5174 
~ 
ALSAC I SI. Jude 
Children's Research Hospital 
One St. Jude Flace Building 
Box 3704 , 
MemphiS , TN 38103 
!.lICS - 3799 
1. Start getting sponsors today. The more 
you get the more you help children live. 
2. Check your bike for safety. Wear 
comfortable clothes. , 
3. Bring your completed sponsor forms to 
register at above time and place. If under 
18, be sure your parent or guardian has 
signed the forms. 
Prizes for Top Riders: 
• Certificates for 
everyone turning 
in money 
'T-shirts for riders 
collecting $30.00 
• T-shirts plus 
sport bags for 
$75_00 or more. 
*Pick Up sponsor forms at the UM-St. Louis 
CURRENT office, #1 Blue Metal Office Builcling 
6TH ANNUAL iii • = Cards 
re ou e 
SPE[IALIZED. <S 4 DAYS ONLY 
TREK 700 
SALE $299.99 
Our best sellihg model 
RALEIGH CAPRI CX' 
SALE $189.99 
SAVE $30.00 
The classic now as 
a crossbike 
RHODE GEAR 
CYCLING HELMET 
$29.00 
LYCRA CYCLE 
SHORTS $19.99 
T-SHIRTS 
$6.99 And Up! 
CYCLE GLOVES 
Ffom$9.99 
Thursday, April 2nd 
through Sunday, April 5th 
SPECIALIZED 
HARDROCK CRUZ 
SALE $239.99 
Comfortable, easy to ride! 
RALEIGH TALON (MADE IN USA) 
SALE $309.99 
SAVE $30.00 ' 
RlU.EIGH* 
'BICVCLES 
SPECIALIZED 
SIRRUS SPORT 
SALE $329.99 
. 14-speeds and race readyf 
RALEIGH CAPRI 
SALE $159.99 
SAVE $60.00 
Classic Iiteweight 12-speed 
AVOCET 30 SPEEDO/ 
COMPUTER $24.99 
TRICOSOFT 
SADDLE PAD $17.99 
TUBES: SCHRADER 
$1.50 (All Sizes) 
PRESTA 
$2.50 (All Sizes) 
WATER BOTTLES $1.99 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• I. 
.. 
• 
• 
J OST FORFON 
. , 
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Little Freddy refused to abandon ship without every last termite in 
his collection. 
Another futile tree warning. 
OROS COPE 
COLLEGE ASTROLOGY 
By Joyce Jillson 
In-depth investigations , esoteric studies, 
music and all sorts of secrets, ancient and 
otherwise, are the subject on Monday and 
Tuesday. It's the transits of Venus and Mars 
through Pisces thal are altracting us all to the 
deep, dusty stacks at the library. Helping each 
other is favored, too, ri ght through the new 
moon on Thursday, a start dale for projects, 
love affairs or long- term goal-setting. 
The weekend is for getting organized, 
especially Saturday, as many are selUing into 
new residencequarters. The influence of Mars' 
opposition to Jupiter, a very energetic transit 
(even if it's in daydreamer Pisces) pervades 
t1irougn the entire weekend; long, solitary 
walks and meditations result in real irtsights 
and moments of ins piration . . 
Aries (March 21-ApriI19). 
Don' t laugh, Aries; the new moon on 
Thursday is nature's start date fornew earthly 
projects - - in ancient societies, riles were 
held, and natives of your sign may C()nsi der 
this a fIne moment to ~larify real objectives 
for the year ahead. Gearing away old resent-
ments as well as debris from behind thebed on 
Monday and Tuesday helps you fall into li'1e 
Il.'ith celestial timing. Forgi veness and healing 
of old emotional wounds, not to mention 
making a plan for improving health habits, 
attunes you nicely to the powers available. 
See a health expert, if necessary, to end nag-
ging worries. Streamline study systems this 
weekend. 
Taurus (April ZO-May 20). 
Some of the fun begins Monday. It's a 
social week, and you'll have to exercise self-
f ' ' control to keep on track with your study agenda I . Romance, too, can he a sweet distraction -
when? All week! On Monday, get some ex-
ercise through team sports or invite that new 
love interest for a tennis malch. On Tuesday, 
Venus enters the classroom and di Stracts you 
with a romantic dream come tru e; you may 
also enjoy the lectures. On Wednesday, more 
Venus vibes; extra money may arrive alIas!. 
Use the new moon Thursday for giving up or 
moderatin g poor personal habits - smoking, 
alcohol or sweets are good targets. Party time 
on Sarurday and Sunday; stay cooll 
Gemini (May 21·JuDe 21), 
Relalionships with authorities, your per-
sonal reputation and leadership are the focus study cycle that's triggered by Thursday's 
through Wednesday; like it or not, your ex- new moon. Mercury (yourrulingplanet) moves 
ample has an influence on others·. Untangle into your partnership sector on Friday, and 
red tape on Monday and Tuesday; student aid you learn from intelligent following; a 
funds or other helpful moneys may have be- . roommale who's a whiz, for example, can be 
come stuck in the system on their way to you. your ticket to success in a tough subject. This 
Some of you will fall in love with a professor means your relationship skills are the focus, 
now (how embarrassing); there's much to so be nice! Try something new this weekend. 
leam from love, for sure. The new moon on Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 23), 
Thursdayisin your social sector; join orapply Through Wednesday, your sector of or-
to clubs, groups or elite classes whose ranks ganizational and routine skills is emphasized; 
you aspire to, or form a study group (greal make lists, set agenda, get anything fIxed thal 
success and permanent friendships may result). needs fixing. Bargains on books and other 
Enlertain at home this weekend. . necessities are available all week - a week-
Cancer (JUDe 22-July 22)_ end sale may net you a haul of treasure, or you 
Fun withsmaet people mates your week.. _ may get an excellent '\Ialue.for possessions . 
rewarding mentally, emotionally - and sold. By Thursday, when a new cycle begins 
physically, too, if you'll get off your backside in your partnership sector, you've got per-
and join in. Starting Monday, your timing is sonal arrangements under control. A new 
perfect for Cancer to meet people who'Uopen roommale may come with the full moon, or a 
doors to your dreams; happy accidents,lucky Virgo lover. A good friend may open all sorts 
breaks and chance encounters are all potential of doors and connections to a new social 
sources offuture bene fit. Be prepared to pack circle. Job-hunting pays off in real money this 
and join a fri end on a field trip or off-campus weekend. 
trip that exposes you to special study programs 
. orothervaluable extensions of your education. 
Get some exercise Tuesday and Wednesday; 
set long-term goals on Thursday, and meet 
new people through the weekend. 
Leo (July 23-Aug, 22). 
Your imaginary fears evaporate, as you 
prove to yourself what you can do; heallh 
conditions thal have been secret worries can 
be healed with regular living and information 
that comes to you now. Physical fitness pro-
vides an unflappable confidence and new sense 
of power (Leo isn't Leo without these!); your 
concentration is superior, and lab or research 
work is favored through Wednesda y, st dig 
in. The new moon on Thursday is your luckiest 
and most propitious day in a long time -
apply for scholastic privileges or special 
studies; set bold plans for future in action. 
Extra money can be made this weekend. If 
someone buys you a meal, eat IighUy. 
Virgo (Aug 23-Sept, 22). 
Zoom! It's a power week, and you're on 
the go, too. Studying with a partner is the 
shortcut to succeSS; meetings with professors 
on Monday and Tuesday will clear confusion 
and save much time. Geaning, organizing 
and gaining control of your study agenda on 
Wedne sday sets you up for the powerful new 
Scorpio (Oct. M-Nov. Zl), 
Scorpios are under such powerful roman-
tic influences this week thaI you reall y must 
find timetorespond to overtures and do alittie 
flirting, even if you're behind in biology. 
Venus and Mars are creating a kaleidoscope 
of imaginalive ideas; all original work is fa-
voted. Use the first three days of the week [0 
put finishing touches on assignments and to 
make sure you've got a gorgeous Pisces 
wrapped around your fin ger. The new moon 
on Thursday begins a new scholastic cycle, 
when you have a chance to improve systems 
for dealing with assigned work. Sit back and 
enjoy romantic auention and entertainments 
this weekend. 
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 22). 
It '5 all happening at home; make a cozy 
comer and settle down through Wednesday. 
You'll want a place to bring the new love that 
comes with Thursday's new cycle; and/or 
you'll want a little spot to do original work. 
The artists, poets and musicians among you 
should be aware that Thursday is a sensational 
start dale for compositions and pieces. Solid · 
scholastic accomplishment that will apply di-
rectly to future career success is the focus; get 
serious and practical, and valuable gains are 
made. Discussions with a learned C()mpanion 
ACE-GUY 
Wolfbane 
Ve-,l~ ~H~.; \ A~ ArtL11tl&. 
~~ A'YoC;mot>l ,'" -me 
Ah 'Qe.\-'AA.~e.t1 of "'OII~ 
t1~'(t\ ... 
\ ~~'le ~eceNn.)' f!AAW~ 
~'" (O~ ~t7 I f!cN\ 
I~ SeA~" of A ~os .. :mAi 
~\\,\,.-. . 
yield important insights Friday evening. On 
Saturday and Sunday, pursue excellence in 
physical fitness for its own sake. 
Capri corn (Dec. 23-Jan. 19). 
Important contacts are being made; any-
one who's standing in front of you in the 
coffee line may be a fine new friend, so be 
congenial and mix. Terrific information that 
can smooth the way toward your goals C()mes 
through the same person you're flirting with, 
so don't get entirel y lost in a pair of beau tiful 
eyes; li sten up, too. A classmale may be your 
new love (this becomes dearto one of you on 
Tuesday), and many c.'l.pricorns are finding 
the real thing now, so look sharp. The new 
moon Thursday i s your chance to improve 
relationships with profes sors, all authority 
figures and yourfamily al home. Social events 
include prestigious types this weekend. 
Aquarius (Jan. 2O-Feb. 18). 
Invent your own moneymaking opportu-
nities. Seltle all practical considerations on 
Monday through Wednesday (charm bureau-
crats with yo ur special touch, and they'll skip 
a few steps for you), pay bills and follow 
through on all promises made. You want a 
clear slale for Thursday's new start vibes , 
which in your case mean travel, ne w fri ends 
who can help you get what (and where) you 
want, and if you have an interview on sched-
ule, you'll . gain immensel y from the infor-
mati on you'll receive . All career inquiries are 
favored during this new cycle . The weekend 
is time for homework and work faT pay-you 
can find a job if you need to. 
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20). 
Impress your friends with, well, nearly 
everything you do these days, but don'tlet the 
applause go [a your head (if you do, a friendly 
pin-toting Sagittari.m will burst your hot air 
vehicle and bring you back dov.'T1). Through 
Wednesday, shine and know that the new 
moon on Thursda y will begin a cycl e when 
you must prove you can do what you've 
C()nvinced everyone you can do. New-start 
vibes can be applied very successfully to 
career inquiries and making all kinds of 
practical and fInancial arrangements; reach 
out and get the backing you need to fulfill 
your dreams - don't take no. Write, listen 
and learn tfU s weekend! 
(Q 1992TRlBUNEMEDIASERVICES,INC. 
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THE Crossword 
ACROSS 
Bernhardt 
6 "Dragnet" 
Jack 
10 Netter Lendl 
14 Aspen kin 
15 Toward shelter 
16 Office note 
17 Jack-ol-all 
trades 
19 Malay craft 
20 Upon 
21 Winged 
22 Impetuous 
23 Angelic prop 
25 Wild plum 
27 Goddess of 
recklessness 
30 College VIP 
32 Christian 
creed 
36 Hilly district 
in Eng. 
38 Colonizes 
40 Field: Lai. 
41 Saxon legis· 
lature 
page 7 
by H. Kermit Jackson 
42 Not now 
43 F"la. cape 
©1992, Tribune Media Services 
45 Hollow rock 
46 Tars 
47 Coin stopped 
on 
49 Meth. 
50 Lega! abbr. 
52 Jade 
54 Reporter query 
57 Old language 
59 Light giver 
63 Shankar 
64 Some appll· 
ances are 
66 Rainbow 
67 Basin 
68 Oneal-
69 Prove 
70 Spreads hay 
71 Jason's wife 
7 Essayist Lamb 
8 Defeats 
9 Palm seed 
10 Curse 
11 Miss Miles 
12 Stagg name 
13 Netter Yannick 
18 Rhine 
tributary 
24 Commercials 
26 OPEC's pride 
27 Radar planes 
28 Forum wear 
29 Miss Verdugo 
31 Wanderer 
33 Group char· 
acter 
34 Badly off 
35 Serfs of old 
DOWN 37 Playwright 
1 Epic tale 39 Campaigns 
ANSWERS 
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2 Help a felon 41 Most tender 
3 Vegas rival 44 Pet doc 53 Cream of the 58 Care for 
60 Amino-4 Heb.letter 45 Part of Eur. crop 
5 Pronoun 48 Coinage site 54 Legal paper 
6 Stuck·up 51 Certain 55 Speedy rodent 
61 "Auntie-" 
62 Entreaty 
cover student 56 Rara - 65 Hera head 
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"Well how nice to see you. Can I take your coats?" 
Zuc·chi·ni Sunoday /zu-'kc-nej /sun-<lae/ n 1: any given 
Sunday upon which a person or perseus takes on the 
characterisucs of a ground squash 2: any Sunday when a 
person or persons acts as a vegelable, remaining a Ii ving 
. but possess ing no men.ta1 capabilities or 
'".44 .m Wake up. 
9;45 !!II!! Go back to sleep. 
1O:n ... Wake up. 
1O:U £In: Go back 10 sleep . 
11.11 Itm Wake up. 
1 tll1 pm Eat something, then 
go di rectly to the couch and 
Io::ate the IV remote comro l. 
NON get a good grip on it. Sit 
back. Ready .. Walt! 
a.oo pm Good job! Nap t ime! 
11:15 .iII STAY IN BED. Plenty 
to do. Take this opportun;ty to 
pICk the mspy crud from your 
eyes. Why not stare at the ceiling 
for a ha lf-hour or so . . 
11:17 pm O.K. get it OIfer 
Wlth. Tell yourself you're going 
to do something p roductive 
later tooay. NON flip through 
every channel. 
~reparin, Yoursclft 
PICk a Sunday when you have 
to get stuff done. Then stay 
up rea liy late Saturday night 
dOing naughty things. 
11:% am G.;: t out of bed 
(stowly). Go to the bathroom 
(DO NOT GROOM!) Br1Jsh 
your teeth (optiona l). Get 
some Juice or milk. 
1:.49 pm Keep flipping! 
4111 pm Fli p, flip, fl ip. 
5.1 0 Pili Flip. flip, flip, fl ip! 
WJ pm Go go go go! 
7:10 pm ~UP FUP rup! 
T.V. • Pk!! Your T_ • Y_. 
• Sit· Lay. Lan· ~. Go 
to ~ B!!!.t!r09!!'! • Drink Juk& • 
S~ I UD . Start. Lo<* llito ~ 
Rcfri,a-~ • Burp • Steep • 
Grunt • Scratdl Yourself. Eat • 
Rest • Clalll • "-ns • ,..., Y!~o 
~i!!g • Ildst '" Mall. Up Stupid 
s .. 1KI for T~ lo!!, • bcrdM • 
!'hI!!!!: About lixa-dsc '" Wa lk 'at 
• Run • ~rnp • DIY~ • S!!ft • 
!S!!!!d A House· 'ardclpa1C in 
5~ • Do HOm4Wortt • h Any 
ca~ ·S!J~ • Hell Your 
Teeth • Squiltt At 'The Clock 
Won • &~ ~ ~:tct • Groom 
• Go OUtside .. Tillnk • Cleall • 
Writ. A ~ • !t~ !Il!!! (caCcpt 
tile piua guy) • r.lk · St!!!!d Up 
f~! • l-!f! Hel!Y Thlnss 
, 
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Can GoH Carts 
Cure ·Parking· 
Problem? 
by Russell L. Korando 
sports editor 
It's time to put my attitude and 
scribbled crusades in check. 
A kinder, gentler columnist sha11 
emerge from the burning issues of 
campus and professional sports. 
If good news was served to the 
public on the same platter as bad news 
we would all be fat with happiness. A 
lowf times a young wri ter, like me, can 
get caught up in the undertow bad news 
seems to carry forth. 
Can trary to belief, I don't go along 
with Friedrich Nietzsche's theory that 
"God is dead." Don't let anyone fool 
you, Social Darwinism can be seen in 
our very government 
With a 83% rise in tuition, over the 
next five years, we must search as a 
student body to fight the prevailing 
pessimism clouding our campus. 
There is nothing you and I can do 
about the parking situation. The light 
rail project has seen to that. Just ask the 
women's softball team. Their field 
was one of the first light rail casualties. 
Uh, oh. IfeellikeI'm slipping back 
over into the pessimjsts lane again. So 
instead of whining about the parking 
problem, let's work on a solution for 
those tong walks from the Blue Metal 
Building over to Benton Hall. 
This place used to be a country 
club, right? That would make the dis· 
tance from parking lot E to the Thomas 
Jefferson Library about a 400-yard par 
4. 
There's no sense blaming campus 
police when you get a ticket either. 
They're doing their job. If you have a 
reasonable excuse for the ticket, they 
will give you a fair chance to appeal. 
I think the rental of about 50 golf 
carts would be a cheap, environmen-
. tally correct alternative to save the wear 
and tear on student footwear. 
Those of us who are employee's, 
and owe the School money, could vol-
unteer to caddy students to classes. 
Tipping the driverwould, of course (no 
pun intended), be allowed. 
Look at it this way. We should all 
get as much out of tills school as we 
can. I know everyone works their tails 
off at this school. It's hard enough to 
organize a class project much less a 
rally to strengthen student government. 
One of the fraternity members made 
a good point in his letter to the editor 
last week. It said, "I'm going to get my 
college experience here at UMSL." 
This is the attitude we should all 
have. I've been going to school here for 
the past three years. I like it here just 
fine, and with state couffiers running 
dry, it's time for the third largeststudent 
body in this state to stand up and push 
this school into the 21st century. 
One of the surest moneymakers for 
a university is athletics. Boy, there are 
some fine people in Mark Twain, who 
would love to be able to keep up with 
the Joneses. 
It's no secret that television treats 
Division II athletics like the plague. 
If you like intensity, head on over 
to Ri vermen Field tomorrow, and catch 
the men's baseball team. 
Rivennen sbp Jim Brady is getting 
the most out of some great talen't. 
Missouri Southern, who is the peren-
nial power the MIAA Conference, 
comes to town for a series of games 
Apri110. 
Just think what a fe'hLhundredfans 
would do to boost their morale. And it 
would send a message throughout the 
MIAA that times can indeed change. 
Top-notch athletics and events like 
the upcoming Mirthday are designed 
specifically to give students at UM-St. 
Louis their own "college experience." 
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McNelly's Dramatic Homer Gives Rivermen A Lift 
Ranked 20tlz In NL'AA Division II Poll . 
I by Russell l. Koranda 
sports editor 
UM-St. Louis pitcher Chuck 
McNelly put a pretty face on an ugly 
win last Thursday against Nlissouri 
Valley. 
McNelly launched a majestic 400-
foot home run with two outs in the 
bottom of the ninth inning, that .capped 
a dramatic come from behind 9-8 vic-
tory, The victory pushed the Rivermen 
to 10-7 going into this weekend's three 
game series with conference rival UM-
Rolla. 
McNelly 's homer astonishingly 
came in his flf5t college plate appear-
ance, and he Lopped it off by being the 
winning pitcher. 
"It was kind of a wingding play," 
McNelly chuckled. "We were moving 
people around in the lineup to get the 
right pitching malchup in case of extra 
innings." 
Rivermen skipper Jim Brady rolled 
his eyes as he explained the late inning 
jockeying, . 
"When Chuck was rounding third 
base I was stilJ sh ocked," Brady said. "I 
put Chuck in to face their left handed 
rutter and the only reason I put him in 
the six hole was because he's a good 
bunter." 
After winning seven out of their 
last eight games, the Ri vermen crept up 
to n urnber 20 in the NCAA Division II 
baseball polls. Even though they lost 
freshffianEricRiley, who was the start-
ing right fielder, the Rivermen are find-
ing a lot of ways to win , Their team 
batting average is sitting at .304 and the 
pitching staff is holding opponents to a 
meager .225 average. 
McNelly is 3-1 and has a 2.25 
eamedrun average. He transferred from 
Crowder Community College along 
with infielder David Leeper and Blaine 
Shetley after last season, Crowder has 
what is considered to be one the best 
mco baseball team in the country. 
Leeper, who has 14 runs batted in 
andeightextra-basehits, has softlu!nds 
and played at both first and third base 
this year. He makes tough throws to 
first base routinely, and has the type of 
attitude the Rivermen will need when 
they face conference nemesis Mjssouri 
Southern April 10-11. 
"I had been struggling with the bat 
early on," Leeper said. "But I hit .500 
during the trip to Pittsburg State. We 
played (Mo. Southern) them last year 
at Crowder, and we beat them every 
game." 
If the Rivermen avoid further inju-
ries, Mo. Southern will get all they 
bargained for. The win against Mo. 
Valley is the wave that can carry a team 
against their toughest foe-as long as 
they stay fecused. 
"I think when yougetspanked,like 
we did last year against Southern, it sits 
in the back of your mind. But we have 
three quality starters who can dominate 
a three game series," Brady said. 
Bradyalsomadea bold move in the 
seventh inning, against MV, when he 
Women's Soccer Sign All-American 
Kelley Hearne, who was an All-American goalkeeper last fall for Merarnec 
Community College, has signed a letter of intent to attend UM-St. Louis and 
play soccer for the Riverwomen, head coach K.en Hudson announced, 
Hearne is a graduate of Oakville High School and helped lead Merarnec 
to the National Junior College Athletic Association championship last year .. 
She was named outstanding goalkeeper of the tournament 
.• "I expect her to fit in and play well for us," Hudson said, "Kelley is quic~ 
mobile and technically sound," 
Hearne set four school records during her two seasons at Merarnec. She 
holds the career marks for shutouts (20) and lowest goals against average 
(0.40), She finished her career at Meramec as a first team NJCCA All-
American selection. 
At Oakville, Hearne led the Tigers to the finals of the state tournament as 
a senior. 
With the graduation of four-year starter Linda Allen, another Oakville 
product, Hearne is the heir apparent to the vacant spot in the Rivenvomen nets 
for this upcoming season. 
"We needed to sign a goalkeeper with Kelley's ability," Hudson said, 
"She will playa key role in our program for the next two seasons." 
Hearne is the flfst player to sign with the Rivenvomen this spring. 
-Compiled by Jeff Kuehno 
. UM-St.Louis Netters 
Off To Slow Start 
The University of Missouri-St. 
·Louis men's tennis squad gave new 
head coach Carl Walker his first vic-
tory on the college le,-:el with a 9-0 
triumph over Webster University, last 
Wednesday. The victory improved the 
Riverrnen'srecord to 1-3. 
Nick Tanurcrus, Dave o 'Gorman , 
Brett Frederick, John Frederick, Dan 
Dial and Joe Perry were winners in 
singles competition, while the teams of 
Tanurchis-B. Frederick, O'Gorman-J, 
Frederick and Dial-Perry won in 
doubles competition. 
"These guys can do anything as 
long as they keep their focus and con-
. Current File Photo 
centration," Walker said. Walker re-
placer; coach Jeff Zoellner ,and is in his 
firs! :;,~ason with UM-St. Louis, 
The UM-S t. Louis women':; tennis 
team, hampere~l by inexperience and a 
lack of players., ;.') slill looking for it's 
first victory of the season. The 
Riverwomen were 0-3 going into last 
weekend's triangular match at Central 
Missouri State. 
Both the men and the women will 
have played Central Missouri State, 
. March 27-28, for a triangular match. 
UM-SL Louis will be joined by North-
east Missouri State and host Central 
Missouri. -Compiled by Jeff Kuehno 
Current File Photo 
MEADOR MAN: Rivermen outfielder Chris Meador has circled the bases a few times this year, 
sent Jason Wilson home, with no one 
out. The Riverrnen were still behlnd 6-
1 at this point and if Wilson had been 
thrown out., it may havesquashed their 
momentum, When it was pointed out 
to Brady that it was a gutty move he 
laughed. 
"It was really a stupid move on my 
part," Brady said. "III had it to do over 
again, I wouldn't. You can take those 
chances when your ahead, but when 
your behind by five runs that late ~ the 
game, it's just dumb." 
His emotion is what Brady's bunch 
feed off. He is a stem taskmaster, and 
expects nothing short of total concen-
tration for every pitch. Brady even has 
taken a page out of former Cardinal 
manager Whitey Herzog's book. 
Against MV, Brady pulled the, ole' 
double switch. By putting McNelly at 
fIrst, he had a "good athlete" in position 
to face Valley's left handed batters. 
Herzog used to put Todd Worrell in the 
outfield in comparison. 
Brady said his team needed to take 
care of business against Rolla, and not 
get ahead of themselves, 
"So, we need to get Rolla three 
times this weekend (March 28-29), I 
mean let's rub their faces in it and send 
out a message to the rest of the MIAA. 
They have a left hander, who thinks 
he's Steve Carlton, and I want to bury 
him," he said. 
Rivermen Notes 
W L MIAA RUNS vs. 
81 
ER A 
3.21 
AVG. 
3 . 04 10 7 2-1 118 
.----' ~ 
After beating Missouri Valley March 26 the Rivermen won for the seventh time in their last eight games. 
• 
Crowder Community College transfer Chuck McNelly hit a home rlU} in his first ever college at bat. 
• Freshman Eric Riley is still nursing an injured ankle he hurt diving for the ball in the outfield. 
• Sophomore Jeff Eye is among the leaders in several hitting departments. Eye is batting .348 (2nd), has 
scored 12 runs, and has a perfect 1.000 fielding average. Eye led the Rivermen last year with five hr, 
• Upcoming Rivermen Home Games 
March 31 McKendree ''Jeff Eye is seeing the 
ball well, and what I 
like best is we can 
use him in a lot of 
different situations 
offensively and def-
ensively. " 
April 3-4 Southwest Baptist 
April 10-11 Missouri Southern 
April 13 Northeast Missouri State 
UM -St. Louis 
Sports History 
"I just let the guys go out and 
play their game," men's soccer 
coach Don Dallas said. 
It wasn't a quote in the grand 
Lombardian style, but when one 
considers it, Dallas' statement 
summed up what collegiate sports 
are all about, or at least the way 
they should be. 
In any case, Dallas' Rivermen 
played the game extremely well 
during the 1973 season enroute to 
an 11-0-3 record and the NCAA 
Division II championship. 
For Dallas it was the summit 
of his six years as coach. His teams 
have earned a lot of respect since 
their inaugural season in 1968. · 
In a constant struggle with the 
national polls, theRivermen found 
themselves winning games while 
slipping in the polls. 
"I don't worry about the polJ s," 
Dallas said dryly, in a midseason 
interview. "We just go out and 
play the game." 
It was this kind of love for 
soccer that brings men like Don · 
Dallas to the UMSL field on Sat-
urdays, during the fall. He should 
be back next year, hls red pants 
and all. 
-Tom Wolf (1973) 
• 
• 
-Jim Brady 
qe}t~g!!~2d!~:~~2!!o!I!~!Xl,~vcr 
. as the Riverrnen finished fourth in the 23rd Annual Crossroads of America 
Tournament, March 23-24, in Joplin, Mo. 
The Rivermen posted the low team score during Tuesday's final round of the 
21-school tournament hosted by Mjssouri Southern College. The Rivennen 
, recorded a final round score of of 300 to finish with 620, just one stroke behind 
. third-place finisher Southwest Baptist. Phillips University won the tournament 
with a score of 610, followed by Northeast Missouri State's 614. 
"Tills is the best we've ever done at tills toumament," said head coach Jim 
Niederkom. Niederkorn is entering his 12th season as coach oftheRivyrmen. "We 
shot very well, especially the second illIY." 
Newcomer Dave Rhoades fired a I-under par 71 during the final round to take 
low-round honors for the second day. He finished tied for seventh in the individual 
standings with a two-day total of 151. Teammate Chris Sanders also shot 151 to 
finish in the top ten, while Morgan Gonzales finished tied for 18th with a 154. 
Tim Canoy and Andy Davison rounded out UM -S t Louis' top fi ve with scores 
of 164 and 165, respectively. . 
After competing in the Boatman's National Bank Invitational, March 28-29, 
the Rivermen return to St Louis to play in the annual Tommy Armour/Rivennen 
Invitational today. The tee-off time at Bogey Hills Country Club, in S1. Charles, 
is 11:00 a.m. Included in the I8-team field is defending tournament champion 
SIU-Edwardsville. The Rivermen tied for third in last spring's 12-team tourney. 
-Compiled by Jeff Kuehno 
Next Week In Sports 
UM-St. Louis club hockey goalie Matt Ocello was called to the 
St. Louis Blues farm club in Peoria. Will he see some action with 
the other Rivermen? 
Riverwomen pitcher Kelly Childs will be featured along with a 
recap of the South Division Tournament. 
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Proposition What? 
cf 
tf 
If you have any questions or comments regarding 
. Proposition 0 feel free to call The Current. 
Remember, you the student, are the voice of this uni-
versity. Call 553-5174 (5175), and express yourse1f. 
PART-TIME 
INPUT 
PROCESSORS 
Anentim College Studcnbl The Boatmen'l NatilEu Bank of St. LouiJ iI seUiD& part-
, time input}X'OCCllOn fir secood :md third abifu, good hOUl'll fir full-time IllUdenu, • our 
8th and Market Street location. 
~ane of the IUpOIlSibilitie will incllOde opening c:ovciopes, verifying the DCglXimlity 
of ~ccb, running a 10000y addin& macbine tape 011 the d!eclts and batching the wOlk. 
Paid oo-the-job training is provided. Sane ove:time iJ required. 
Ouuecond fhifthoun an:fra:n 3 p.m. -11:30p.m. and our third shiftiJ 10:00 p.m. -.,~ I 
a.m. (Most scbcduleJ include Fridays and Sundays.) We pay $5.51 per bour, 10% sillft 
diffcreorial, plllt paid parking. 
If you are looking fir a part-time pOOUoo with a ~le schedule, fixed boon and 
gteat pay, Boatmen's iI the l'lace for yoo. 
Send your rerume noting thiJ ad or aw1y in penon m Tuesday Ir Thunday 
10 Lm. - 2 p.m. to: 
The BoatmeB'. NIltion~ Bank ofSt. Louis 
Huruu ltelJOllJ'CeS Dept. 
ATIN:PI'IP 
1 BoaImt.'II's Plaza , 
L--. ___ ---=.S;;;,;L Lou=~. MO 63101 ..... _-
THE CORRENT 
0 ... 
.. For a retirement plan 
that's safe and sound, 
talk with the leader. 
One on one. 
It's comforting to know that your retirement savings are safe and 
sound. And that comfort level is increased when yc;,. consider the 
strength and stability of the fixed accounts offered by VALle, a 
leader in 403(b) tax-deferred annuities for educators. 
With over $14 billion in assets we rank in the top 1% of 
America's life insurance companies. And we carry high insur-
ance ratings from AM. Best - A+ (Superior), Duff & Phelps -
AAA, Standard & Poor's - M+ (Excellent) and Moody's 
Investors Ser.~ce - Aa2 (Excellent) . 
There's a VALle representative near you, Ca11863-6700. 
Ask for Morian Bricknor. 
America's Retirement Plan Specialists 
* An American General Company 
©1992 The Variable Annuity We Insurance Company. Houston. Texas. V,A.!JC is a registered 
service mark oC111e Variable Annuity Life In, urance Company. 
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Come and write sports, news or 
features for The Current. 
Call Max'- orTom at 553-5174. 
Remember, It $Pays 
Womacf(s 522-1065 
Barber Style Shop 
Featuring also Beauty Service 
S452 S. Florissant Rd . 
(One block north of V:'v1 SL) 
Out of shape? 
Energy Tapped ? 
Chronic Fatigue ? 
Never feel quite right? 
Don 't wait until it's tQo /aie! 
Hung Over? 
Lacking concentration ? 
Trouble getting started 
in the morning? 
NACA Nominee For Lecturer of the Year 
1990 & 1992 Campus Entertainment Awards There are hundreds 
of quest ions on the 
GMAl; qRE and LSAT. 
This checklist will help 
HANDS 
DID YOU KNOW: 
Sex in dating relationships is one 
of the most common sources 
of conflict between men 
and women on college 
campuses today. 
DID YOU KNOW: 
Sex in dating relationships is one 
of the least talked about 
conflicts between men and women 
on college compuses today. 
DID YOa KNOW: 
It doesn't have to be that way. 
A LECTURE ON 
SEX AND DATING 
-BY BOB HALL 
Date: Wed. April 1 
Time: 12:30 p.m. 
Where: 101 J.C. Penney 
Sponsored by the University Program Board 
Ad · · · F '" mISSion IS· r~e ••• 
you answer all of them. 
Kaplan makes test prep convenient. 
With 150 centers and thousands of class schedules, the 
odds are we'll be ready to teach when and where you 
need us to be there. 
Kaplan helps you manage your time. 
Diagnostic tests are personalized counseling help you 
recognize stumbling blocks early on, before they hurt 
your performance. 
Kaplan offers the best value. 
Our courses are competitively priced and offer the 
complete preparation mat has helped more students get 
into the school of their choice than anyone else. 
Kaplan is the industry leader. 
53 years of experience and 2 million graduates prove 
we've got the expertise and resources it takes to help 
students succeed. 
Delcrest Plaza At 1-70 
8448 Delmar Blvd. 
(314) 997-7791 
Kaplan Tes t Prep 
B The Answer 
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Debate Team Wins 
At Tournanlent 
The UM-St. Louis Forensics and 
Debate Team took fifth place overall 
sweepsUik?s at t.he Novice National 
Individual Events Tournament held 
Ma.-ch 20-21 ou tt'1e UM-St. Louis 
campus. Over ~OO students repre-
senting 15 colleges and universities 
from seven states attended the event. 
The University of Nebraska-
Kearney, with 59 entries at the tour-
nament took first place. UM-St. 
Louis had 16 entries. 
"I feel the tournament was a great 
success and that everyone worked 
hard put'Jng it together and for the 
UM-St Louis. Louis novices this 
hard work paid off," Gina Adamo, 
varsity competitor and student co-
ordinator of the event said. 
Individually, UM-St. Louis 
sophomore Jerrie Hayes took five 
honors, Laura Booth recieved two 
honors and Julie Miles, four honors. 
Other who achieved points were Paul 
Henroid and Dimitrius Rome. 
UM·St. Louis will host the 
American Forensic Association Na-
tional Individuai Events TOlU1lament 
, April 10-13 for speakers represent-
ing over 200 colleges and universi-
ties throughout the United States. 
Any student who would like to 
help or any student holding a bacca-
iaureate degree who would like to be 
a judge for this event, or for more 
information call 553-6762. 
Job Tips 
Finding a job is a job. You must 
set goals, map. a strategy, excecute 
that plan and finally , do a follow-up 
analysis. You should explore all of 
your options- don' t close any doors 
before YOllknow what's behind them. 
If you start down one career path and 
fu. d it's not for you, go back, and 
start down another path. Explore 
every opportunity. Be flexible both 
geographically and with job possi-
bilities. 
Start by identifying your quali-
ties 3i.d skills. A quali ty is an per-
sonal attribute such as loyalty, or 
creativity. A skill is something you 
know how to do well such as writing, 
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drawing, or accounting. Make a list of 
all the things you like, or don't like to 
do whether it be personal or profes-
sional. 
A resll!lle's job is to get you the 
interview. Resumes must open doors 
and must sell. Writing aresurne takes 
time and a lot of thought. Your re-
sume should be briefand to the point-
one page, no more than two. It should 
be letter-perfect and businesslike and 
should only contain relevant infor-
mation. There are two types of for-
mats. 
A chronological resume lists your 
experience and education in reverse 
order, with the most appearing first. A 
functional resume groups your expe-
rience in skill categories featuring 
your strengths. This type of format 
downplays dates and places of em-
ployment Theresurne should be easy 
to read and should look good. 
The Career Placement Services is 
available to all alumni of UM-St 
Louis. The center receives all posi-
tions in industry, government and 
education at all experience levels. The 
office is located in 308 Woods Hall, 
and the phone number is 553-5111. 
Campus Crime Watch 
The following 
criminal inci-
dents were re-
ported to Cam-
pus Police dur-
ing the period of 
March,16-23 
1992. If readers 
have informatio 
that could assis 
COMPLETE YOUR FOREIGN 
LANGUAGE REQUIREMENT IN O'NE 
SUMMER! 
INTENSIVE FRENCH 
1? The Department of 
"'1 
: I Modern Foreign 
Languages 
.~f. Offers 
OJ °G~' IN TENSIVE FRENCH 
G ,~~t- Q)~ 
'.:.:II 15 Credit Hours 
May 19-A ugusf 4, 1992 
Classes wiil meei from 
8:30 a.m. t o 12:30 p .m. 
Completion of this one course with a 
grade of C or better satisfies t h e foreign 
language requirement. 
NO PREVIOUS KNOWLEDGE OF FRENCH 
IS REQUIRED! SPECIAL PERMISSION TO 
ENROLL IS REQUIRED. 
For more information, please contact: 
Dr. To(l Luethans (553-6518j o r 
Modern Foreign Languages, 
554 Clark Hall (553-6240j 
police investi-
gations, they are 
urged to call 
553-5155. This 
information is 
provided by the 
UM-St. Louis Po-
lice Department 
as a public ser-
vice to promote 
awareness. 3-16-92 
A student left her purse, at 11 :30 
a.m., on the first floor of Thomas 
Jefferson Library to return a book on 
the third floor. When she returned, at 
11:48 a.m., her purse was missing. 
A student reported that, between 
12:50 and 2: 15 p.m., her rear license 
plate was stolen from her car that she 
had parked on Lot "I". 
A staff member reported that her 
purse, containing money, credit cards, 
keys and miscellaneous papers, had 
been stolen from an unlocked storage 
cabinet in 323 Marillac. The purse 
was last seen at 9:30 a.m. and discov-
ered. the theft at 11 a.m. 
3-2()"'92 
A faculty member reported that 
she had received harassing letters 
and cassette tapes. The letters and 
tapes contained no physical threats . 
3-23-92 
A student's purse was stolen from 
her car between 8:30 am. and 2:30 
p.m. The student had left her car 
unlocked on the second level of Ga-
rage "D". 
BUD 
LIG HT. · 
MU. 
GIVE BLOOD EACH SEASON 
UM-ST. LOUIS BLOOD DRIVE 
SIGN UP 
April 6th, 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. 
and April 7th, 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
BLOOD DRIVE 
April 13th, 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. 
and April 14th, 9 a~m. to 2 p.m. 
126 J.C. Penney Building 
SPONSORED BY BETA ALPHA PSI IN CONJUNCTION WITH GREY EAGLE 
DISTRIBUTORS, INC. 
2340 MILLPARK DRIVE· ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI 63043 
-
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI-ST. LOUIS 
TWELFTH ANNUAL 
disABLED 
AWARENESS WEEK 
APRIL 6·9, 1992 
Monday April 6: 
Wheelchair Basketball Game· Mark Twain Gym' 12:30 p.m. 
Disability Etiquette: When you wish to talk with a person who 
has a disability, speak directly to that person rather than through 
a companion who may be along. 
Tuesday April 7: 
Movie: Regarding Henry • Summit Lounge· 12:30 p.m. 
Myth: People who offer help to persons with disabilities usually 
know how to give the help needed. 
Fact: Willingness and skill are not necessarily the same. 
Anything you can do, 
they can do too. 
While you fl ex 
your muscle s in 
fron t of yo ur 
morning mirror 
Md co n gr~ tulate 
yourself on your 
nimble br~in 
consid er t his 
The'light over your 
mi rror was perfected 
by 11 de i'lf m M , 
While y our morning 
rlld io pl llYs, re member 
t he hunchback who 
helped invent i t , 
I f you l isten to 
c ontempor~ry music, 
you m~y here 
Iln Ilrt ist who is 
bl ind, 
I f you pre fer 
cl~ssic~l , you mlly 
enJo y ~ symphony 
wnt ten by ~ compO's er 
who co uldn't' he~r , 
The President who set 
an unbelltllble AmericM 
politiclll record 
couldn't hardly w~lk , 
A WOmM born 
un~ble to 
see, spellk or hellr 
stands ~3 Il gre~t 
achiever in 
'American history, 
,Th'e hllndic~pped eM 
enrich our lives, 
Let's enrich 
theirs. 
Disability Etiquette: Don't be concerneed about using ac-
cepted, commOlJ expressions, such as "See you later," that you 
tHink relate 10 a person's disability. The person you are ad-
dressing will probably not notice at all, 
Wednesday April 8: 
Disabilities Simulations· JC Penney Lobby' 9:00 - 12:00 noon 
(Eqillpment for mobility simulations available in JCP Lobby) 
""'"'" .. ", .... Marathon Race. Sign-Up' JC Penney Lobby by 12:30 p.m. 
Wheelchair Marathon Race· UM-St. Louis Campus· 1:00 p.m. 
Thursday April 9: 
Meritorious Awards Ceremony ·126 JCPenney' 12:15 p.m. 
SPONSORED BY 
'DISABLED 
STUDENTS UNION 
DIVISION OF ' 
STUDENT AFFAIRS 
PERSON 
BeeihovCD 
Alexander Gnham Bcll 
Julius Caesar 
Roy Campanella 
Ag.ila Christie 
Sandy Duncan 
Thomas Edison 
NaneIl.e F.bray 
Jooe Feli<iano 
l.Du .Ferrigno 
Sigmlllld Frwd 
Annie Glenn 
ErneSt Hemingway 
K.iheJiiK, Hepburn 
SIqJben Hopkins' 
ANSWER KEY 
DISABILITY 
De..fness 
Hearing Impairmenl 
Epilepsy 
Pmplegit 
Lwning Diuhilil y 
Visual Impainnent 
Haring Imp. innenl .l 
Lwning Di .. bilily 
Hearing Impairment 
Blindnes& 
Hearing/Spe<clI ImpaiJ=1 
Cmctr (f.cial proslhesis) 
SlUlICring 
Learning Disabilily 
Minson', Disease 
Cen:braJ Palsy 
Bruce Jenner Lewing Disability 
Helen KeUcr Blindne" &. Deafness 
Josh Logan Ental;""'l Diubility .. 
Mary Tyler MOOR Diabctt:3 
itzak Ped man Polio 
MJcl:enzie PhiUips S~ilIlCe Abuse (drugs) 
1asoo Robarm Subsllno: Abuse (alcchol) 
Ncboo Roc.kcrfollcr Learning Diubmty 
funklin D. R"""",eII. Pulio 
Wi!m& Rudolph Polio 
Daniel TrlVlDIi Subslance Abuse: (ala>hol) 
Herve ViUcclWse Sbort Sl.<tlR 
Slevie Woodtr BliodDeu 
'And for ihOle who ask "who IS S!epbcn HopkinsT', 
he was a signer of !he Dcc!arlJioo of /ndcpendmcel 
Myth: The lives of people with disabilities are totally different 
, from those of otherpeople. People with disabilities are brave and 
courageous! 
Fact: People adaptdisabilities to their life-styles in order to go 
to work, go to school, get married etc, but this does not necessarily 
improve character traits . 
" ..• ~ bolle- 'h ... ~ .. \Oc. .. n.~c. 
. . .. ~o !f.nlJ: ~r.d. ~"c.c.nse. 
Myth: Curious childre n should never be allowed to ask a person 
about his or her ability. 
Fact: Many children are endowed with a natural. uninhibited 
curiosity and ask questions that some adults consider t:ffwur-
rassing. Most people with disabilities won't mind answering a 
child's question. 
,4 
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